
   Under Screen Cleaning 

The Value of a High Performance Cleaning Roll 



A Clean Stencil 

There is perfect contact between stencil and PCB and 

no blockages in the apertures. 

Well Defined Pads 

The deposit (“pad”) is the right shape with correct 

quantity of printing material on the pad. 

Defects do not pass downstream 

Defects are reduced and subsequent manufacturing 

processes are not compromised by a defective print 

process. 

Effective Cleaning = Less Defects 



   The Value of a High Performance Cleaning Roll 



What’s in a Cleaning Roll?  

Functionally a Cleaning Roll has to 

• Remove excess paste, flux and solvent ….Absorb & Clean! 

• Low/ No Risk of Contamination …..Clean but don’t contaminate 

• Be an effective carrier of cleaning fluid…Wick effectively 

• Pass Vacuum ……enable vacuum to be full power 

• Be Strong in both Directions…..not break or tear even when wet 

• Long as possible……       reduce changeover time 

There are 2 types of cleaning rolls in 

the market 

• Some use fabric designed for this 

application  

• Some use fabric designed for other 

applications (usually low cost) 



The Science of Cleaning “Fabric” 

DEK SMT Roll Under the 

Microscope 



The Science of Cleaning “Fabric” 

DEK SMT Roll Under the Microscope 



The Science of Cleaning “Fabric” 

DEK’s cleaning rolls are manufactured using non-

woven spun lace fibres (polyester & rayon). 

Polyester is a man-made fibre noted for its strength, 

cleaning capability and slim-line uniformity.  

Rayon is refined natural (cotton) fibre and noted for 

its absorption and softness. 

Fibres are entangled with one another using high 

pressure water jets. “Hydro-entanglement” 

Note: Water can be source of contaminants, so only 

pure, clean water should be used. e.g. In China water 

is high in contaminants. DEK SMT fabric is RoHS 

compliant 

The resulting blend of  “FABRIC” is ideal for 

cleaning because it is both strong and absorbent 

and does not contain any chemical contaminants. 

The fabric has to clean, carry cleaning solvent, 

absorb printing materials and not contaminate the 

printing process. 

DEK SMT Roll Under the 

Microscope 



Differences Between Fabrics 

 

Polyester, Rayon 

Polyester is included for strength and reduce particle size, Rayon for absorbency. The 
size of rayon fibres can differ considerably in size. Rayon fibres are refined (normally 
cotton) fibres which makes them stronger and more resilient to linting. 

Advantages: 

Reduced Particle size, reduced lint and thinner fabric benefiting vacuum and 
increasing the length of the roll. 

Polyester, Cellulose 

Cellulose fibres (wood pulp, “paper”) are less “refined” than rayon and can be heavy and 
“bulk” the fabric. The thickness of the fabric increases and reduces the number of meters 
per roll. Cellulose fibres lint easily. They are natural substance fibres that easily split 
when friction is applied to the fabric (i.e. in the cleaning process)  

Advantages: 

Reduced Price/ meter of fabric 

Dis- Advantages 

Higher Lint contamination 

Slows Wick speed and Requires more cleaning agent 

Length of the roll is maybe reduced to 10 meters or less 

 e.g. Sontara 

Cleanmaster 

DEK SMT 



Differences Between Fabrics 
100% Rayon 

Entangled Rayon fibres are used. No polyester 

Advantages: 

Softer more absorbent fabric. Good vacuum 

Dis-Advantages 

High lint in both quantity and large particle size. High risk for FP components 

Over absorbency causes wicking issues (cleaning agent dispersal) 

Greater thickness shortens length of the roll to 9 or 10 meters 

 

100% Rayon with Chemical Binder 

An attempt to achieve the (absorbency) benefits of rayon and use 
chemical binder to stop linting. 

Advantages: 

Lower Lint 

Dis- Advantages 

Chemical binder stiffens the fabric causing less contact with spray bar (wicking) 

Chemical binder is potential source of contamination. 

 

Green Monster 

Sontara FP 



Defects Caused by Lint Contamination 

If the composition of the cleaning roll fabric is unstable then fibres 

from the fabric will be released during the cleaning process and 

interfere with the printing process, causing defects and re-work 

Fibre connects 2 or more FP pads  

Cause of lack of connectivity on a 

micro bga or other FP pad. 

 

Lint fibres block apertures 

Fibres act as a “trap” for solder 

paste in the apertures. 



Lint from Sontara 

FP fabric used on a 

DEK cyclone 

cleaning system 

Products 

Vacuum system filters will need 

replacing, dispense bar blocked 

with lint 



Wicking Speed 

Effective Carrier of the Cleaning Agent 

The ability of the fabric to retain the cleaning agent in the area of the cleaning bar 

The speed at which the cleaning agent can migrate to the surface of the fabric from 

the dispense side of the fabric. 

The ability of the fabric to retain the cleaning agent at the surface rather than 

spreading too far across and into the fabric. 

The fabric needs to be advanced 30mm on the dry cycle to 

enable dry fabric to be used, wasting fabric! 



Effective Carrying of the Cleaning Agent 

benefits cleaning performance 

DEK SMT fabric carries and transfers the 

cleaning agent uniformly across the 

stencil surface 

In this example too little of the cleaning 

agent has reached the surface of the 

fabric and smearing has resulted. 

Note. This can also happen if too much 

cleaning agent is applied. 



Vacuum, “The Suck Test” 

When using a DEK SMT roll the air 

passes through the fabric easily. 

But a leading competitor’s roll the air does not 

pass easily so the fabric is pulled inwards 

blocking the passage of air. 

This is a very simple way to demonstrate 

to test vacuum. Warning: Only carry out this test 

on new and clean pieces of Fabric!!!! 

Vacuum is used to help pull solder paste out of apertures so that it can be 

cleaned away via the cleaning roll. A poor fabric will not let the air pass 

effectively causing blocked apertures. 



Vacuum, “More Scientific Way” 

DEK SMT 

Sontara FP 

DEK SMT 



Length & Size Matters!!  

DEK SMT 

Sontara FP 

Know your length!  

DEK SMT is 25% longer in length 

How much of  saving is that 

annually in set-up time? 

Measure price/ meter not price/ roll 



Cleaning…. 

Moderate Poor 

01005 

0201 

.5QFP 

.5ubga 

.3QFP 



Sontara 

DEKSMT 

R2R 

Wet Vac Dry 



WVD + WVD 

Sontara  

Cleanmaster 

DEK SMT 

R2R 



   

How much does a cleaning roll 

really cost? 

Lint Contamination, 

Yield Loss 
Effective Cleaning, 

Yield Loss  

Changeover Time, 

Lost Productivity 
Waste of cleaner and 

fabric, Higher Cost 



DEK SMT Cleaning Fabric.. 
DEK understand the printing process and have 

a product which delivers process improvement 

and cost reduction. 

source of… 

Higher Productivity 

Higher Yield 

Lower Cost 

Cleaning 

Performance 

Wicks Quickly & 

Effectively 

Vacuums Easily 

Lower Risk of 

Contamination 

11.2 meters 

Length 

 

Measure price/ meter ! 

Calculate set-up time 

reduction 



The balanced print process 

package…performance, throughput 

and defect and cost reduction 

People Platform 

Process Products 

Products 

= 


